PatOrg IP Portal

The PatOrg IP Portal provides simple and easy access via Internet to data
administered by the PatOrg IP Management system. Files, personal data,
periods and also documents now become visible through an Internet Browser –
from anywhere and on any software platform, no matter whether you use
Windows, Linux or Macintosh.
Thus, a number of new possibilities open up for law firms as well as for patent departments. Clients can be
allowed to look at data of your law firm. The IP Portal is particularly suitable for patent departments to provide
patent information across a corporate group.

Intuitive Operation
PatOrg IP Portal features easy and intuitive operation. No special skills are required for its operation. As from
now, the associated plain text will be displayed, instead of the keys used in the PatOrg IP Management system,
e.g. “Applicant” instead of the key “AP”.

Flexible Configuration
The representation of the data can be configured on the basis of PatOrg user and authorization profiles. Among
other things it is possible to define the data records which are to be made accessible for a user and which data
fields are to be made visible for that person. Listings can be configured as in PatOrg for individual users with the
option to freely define the order, width and arrangement of the fields to be displayed.

In respect of filtering, the PatOrg IP Portal provides the same options as the
PatOrg IP Management Software, particularly also setting up specific search
filter.
Document view
The IP Portal has a built-in document viewing feature. If desired, it can be added to the listing so that you can
easily view larger quantities of documents.

Branding
The IP Portal offers various ways to adapt the layout to the visual appearance of your organization. Among
other things, the user can select any color scheme and insert self-made headers and footers for that purpose.
This way the IP Portal integrates itself also in terms of its configuration into any website.

Safety
In order to protect your data, IP Portal is provided with several safety mechanisms. The entire data transfer, for
instance, will be encoded on the basis of the https protocol. Furthermore, the application of safety certificates
will be supported, to ensure higher security for the user authentication. In addition, the use of the IP Portal
may be restricted through selecting only certain authorized computers by designating admissible IP or MAC
addresses.
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